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Abstract In analogy with spontaneous magnetization of
ferromagnets below the Curie temperature, a neutron star
(NS), with a compactness above a certain critical value, may
undergo spontaneous scalarization and exhibit an interior
nontrivial scalar configuration. Consequently, the exterior
spacetime is changed, and an external scalar field appears,
which subsequently triggers a scalarization of its compan-
ion. The dynamical interplay produces a gravitational scalar
counterpart of tensor gravitational waves. In this paper, we
resort to scalar–tensor theory and demonstrate that the gravi-
tational scalar counterpart from a double neutron star (DNS)
and a neutron star–white dwarf (NS-WD) system become
massive. We report that (1) a gravitational scalar background
field, arising from convergence of external scalar fields, plays
the role of gravitational scalar counterpart in scalarized DNS
binary, and the appearance of a mass-dimensional constant in
a Higgs-like gravitational scalar potential is responsible for
a massive gravitational scalar counterpart with a mass of the
order of the Planck scale; (2) a dipolar gravitational scalar
radiated field, resulting from differing binding energies of
NS and WD, plays the role of a gravitational scalar counter-
part in scalarized orbital shrinking NS-WDs, which oscillates
around a local and scalar-energy-density-dependent mini-
mum of the gravitational scalar potential and obtains a mass
of the order of about 10−21 eV/c2.
1 Introduction
Although it is clear that Einstein’s general relativity has been
so far a sound theory in describing the dynamics of neutron
star (NS) binary systems, several observations indicated that
the orbital decay in the Hulse–Taylor system, PSR 1913+16,
is mildly more rapid than that predicted by the general rela-
tivistic quadrupole formula [1,2]. The long baseline of pre-
cise timing observations for PSR J1738+0333 [3] have also
a e-mail: wangjing6@mail.sysu.edu.cn
indicated an excess orbital decay, which directly translates to
a dipole radiation constraint on deviations from the quadruple
formula, according to the Lunar Laser Ranging experiments.
It was proposed that this can be relieved by considering that
a nontrivial scalar configuration comes about in the strong-
field regime [4]. By making an analogy with the spontaneous
magnetization of ferromagnets below the Curie temperature,
a NS, with a compactness of GmRc2
1 above a certain critical
value, will exhibit a nontrivial configuration, and a scalar
field settles in the interior [5], i.e. spontaneous scalarization
occurs for the NS. The neutron star–white dwarf (NS-WD)
binaries usually contain a massive recycled NS [6–8], owing
to the recycling process [9], which thus in greater measure
tends to undergoing a spontaneous scalarization. It was indi-
cated that NS in a binary pulsar, with a mass of 1.4 M, would
develop strong scalar charges even in the absence of external
scalar solicitation for strong couplings and with vanishing
asymptotic value [5]. The spontaneously scalarized compo-
nent modifies the exterior spacetime and contributes to an
external scalar field ϕss around it, which produces a scalar
asymptotic solution. In the meantime, a scalarization of NS
suffers from a change of compactness [10], which enhances
the gravitational interaction with its companion. As a result,
the companion star is also scalarized, which is assigned to
an induced scalarization [11], and the other external scalar
field ϕis subsequently appears around the secondly scalarized
component.
The dynamical interplay between ϕss and ϕis is governed
by the following relation [11]:
(n+1)ϕss = (0)ϕss +
(n)ϕis
r
,
(n+1)ϕis = (0)ϕis +
(n)ϕss
r
, (1)
1 m and R are the mass and radius of NS, respectively. G is the New-
tonian gravitational constant.
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where (0)ϕss and (0)ϕis are the external scalar fields ini-
tially produced by the spontaneously scalarized NS “ss” and
induced scalarized companion star “is”, respectively, (n)ϕss
and (n)ϕis represent the nth induced external scalar fields
around the scalarized components “ss” and “is”, respectively,
and r is the distance from the center of the binary. The feed-
back mechanism described by Eq. (1) results in an iteratively
induced scalarization of two components, which enhances
the strength of external scalar fields, as well as the gravita-
tional interaction between two scalarized stars. Accordingly,
the Newtonian gravitational interaction of the binary is mod-
ified according to [5]
Vint = −G mssmisRss−is − G
ωssωis
Rss−is
, (2)
where mss and mis represent the masses of the spontaneously
scalarized NS and the induced scalarized companion, ωss and
ωis denote the scalar charges of corresponding components
with the definition of ωss,is = − ∂ ln mss,is(ϕss,is)∂ϕss,is [12], and Rss-is
is the orbital separation of the binary. The local Newtonian
gravitational constant is accordingly modified as
Geff = G(1 + ωssωis + · · · ), (3)
which is assigned to the effective gravitational constant of the
scalarized NS binary system. The second term in the brack-
ets, ωssωis, is for the first- and second-order post-Newtonian
corrections to the dynamical system, and the · · · denotes the
terms of dissipative corrections to the Newtonian dynam-
ics that accounts of the backreaction of gravitational-wave
emission. Either the continual enhancement of external scalar
fields or the different scalar charges carried by two compo-
nents that sources an emission of dipolar gravitational scalar
radiation will contribute to a gravitational scalar counterpart
in an in-spiraling NS binary. We assign the in-spiraling NS
binaries with both tensor gravitational-wave radiation and
dipolar gravitational scalar counterparts to be the scalarized
systems. As a consequently, the dynamics of scalarized in-
spiraling NS binary is encoded not only by the gravitational
tensor metric gμν , but also by a gravitational scalar field φ.
It was shown that “spontaneous scalarization” leads to
very significant deviations from Einstein’s general relativity
in conditions involving binary-pulsar systems [10], which do
not necessarily vanish when the weak-field scalar coupling
tends to zero. The non-perturbative strong-field deviations
away from general relativity due to the appearance of scalar
fields, measured by a dimensional scalar coupling factor [10],
could have a significant impact on the emission of gravita-
tional waves in NS systems [4]. The equations of motion for
scalarized NSs binary systems have been modified, which
produce dipolar gravitational scalar counterparts of gravi-
tational tensor waves, depending on the coupling strength
between scalar fields and the star matter [11]. In this paper, we
resort to the scalar–tensor theory [12] of gravity to describe
the dynamics of scalarized in-spiraling NS binary systems
and investigate the gravitational scalar counterpart of gravi-
tational waves in scalarized double neutron star (DNS) bina-
ries and NS-WD systems, respectively. We demonstrate that
the gravitational scalar counterpart becomes massive in these
systems, resulting from different mechanisms. It is pointed
out that the appearance of a mass-dimensional constant in the
Higgs-like gravitational scalar potential of scalarized DNS
systems, arising from the dynamical couplings between the
gravitational scalar field φ and the external scalar fields ϕss
and ϕis, as well as the self-coupling of φ, contributes to spon-
taneous symmetry breaking and thus the mass of the gravi-
tational scalar counterpart. During this process, the gravita-
tional scalar fluctuations, because of the iterative interplay
between ϕss and ϕis, play a role in the Higgs-like field. In
NS-WD systems, a monotonically gravitational scalar poten-
tial, resulting from the self-couplings of gravitational scalar
counterparts, combined with its dynamically couplings to
the scalarized stars, makes the gravitational scalar counter-
parts become massive. We also estimate the masses of the
gravitational scalar counterparts in scalarized DNS binaries
and scalarized NS-WD systems, respectively. In Sect. 2, we
investigate the role of the gravitational scalar counterpart in
scalarized DNS binaries and the mechanism that makes it
become massive. A different scenario in post-Newtonian cor-
rected in-spiraling scalarized NS-WD binaries is discussed
in Sect. 3. Finally, we give a summary in Sect. 4.
2 Massive gravitational scalar counterpart of GWs
in DNS binary
The feedback effects between ϕss and ϕis, described by
Eq. (1), contribute to a continuous enhancement of scalar
configurations inside two components, as well as the exter-
nal scalar fields. As a consequence, convergence of (n)ϕss and
(n)ϕis occurs, which produces a gravitational scalar back-
ground field φB. Therefore, the system is immersed in the
gravitational scalar background field φB, and the dynamics
of the DNS binary deviates from Einstein’s general relativity,
which has influence on its orbital evolution [12–14].
The dynamics of a scalarized in-spiraling DNS binary
is then encoded not only by the gravitational tensor metric
gμν , but also by a gravitational scalar background field φB,
which naturally renders the scalar–tensor theory [12] of grav-
ity an alternative to Einstein’s general relativity describing
the scalarized binary system. Because of a very approximate
compactness of the two components in DNS binary, we can
neglect the effects of the differences in the couplings between
scalar field and the NS matter. Therefore, the scalar–tensor
action that describes the scalarized DNS binary can be writ-
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ten as
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
M2pl
2
R − 1
2
gμν∂μφB∂νφB − VDNS(φB)
)
.
(4)
Here, Mpl = √1/8πG is the reduced Planck constant. R and
g are the Ricci scalar and the determinant of the gravitational
tensor metric gμν , respectively. VDNS(φB) is the gravitational
scalar potential of DNS, which consists of the dynamical
coupling of φB to ϕss,is and a self-coupling term of φB,
VDNS(φB) = α2 ϕssϕisφ
2
B +
λ
4
φ4B. (5)
Here, α ≡ −Mpl d log mss,isdφB is a dimensionless coupling con-
stant and characterizes the coupling strength between φB and
the matter in the scalarized stars, whose value depends on the
compactness of stars consisting of the binary [4,5,12]. λ is
the self-coupling constant, which is roughly of the order of
unity.
The iterative interplay and convergence of (n)ϕss,is perturb
φB and cause small gravitational scalar background fluctua-
tions σ (σ  φB). The background fluctuating field also has
effects on both the gravitational tensor metric and the gravi-
tational background scalar field, via an exponential transfor-
mation eλσ , which follows the couplings [4,10,11]
g∗μν = e−2λσ gμν,
√−g∗ = e4λσ√−g, (6)
φ∗B = e−λσ φB, (7)
where g∗μν , g∗, and φ∗B are the transformed gravitational ten-
sor metric and its determinant, and the transformed gravita-
tional background scalar field. By expanding the transformed
metric g∗μν about a Minkowski background in terms of Eq.
(6), we express them as
g∗μν = ημν + h∗μν, h∗μν = hμν + 2ημνλσ, (8)
where |hμν |, |h∗μν |  1. Equation (6) remains unchanged.
Under the transformation of σ , we find, using Eqs. (6) and
(7), that the kinetic term in the action (4) is transformed into
a canonical kinetic term,
−1
2
√−ggμν∂μφB∂νφB = −12
√−g∗g∗μνDμφ∗BDνφ∗B, (9)
Dμ ≡ ∂μ + λ∂μσ, (10)
which is scale invariant. The transformed action then reads
S∗ =
∫
d4x
√−g∗
( M2pl
2
R∗ − 1
2
g∗μνDμφ∗BDνφ∗B
−VDNS(φ∗B)
)
. (11)
Now we consider the solution. In the process of per-
forming a conformal transformation, the solutions of exter-
nal scalar fields ϕss and ϕis with mass dimensions [10]
involves a dimensional constantμwith the Planck mass scale,
which appears in the transformed gravitational scalar poten-
tial VDNS(φ∗B),
VDNS(φ∗B) =
α
2
μ2φ∗2B +
λ
4
φ∗4B . (12)
The Planck-scale constant μ = √1/8πGeff here appears to
be related to the scalar charges of the scalarized NSs via
the effective gravitational constant Geff according to Eq. (3)
[12]. It is the appearance of the mass-dimensional constant μ,
which is responsible for a spontaneous breaking of symmetry,
which allows us to apply a similar recipe to the Higgs mech-
anism in the standard model. Thus the gravitational scalar
background field becomes a massive one.
Actual NSs observed in DNS binaries, with important
deviations from general relativity in the strong-field regime,
would develop strong scalar charges in the absence of an
external scalar field for sufficiently negative values of α, i.e.
α < 0 [4,5,11]. The self-coupling constant λ is of the order
of unity, i.e. λ > 0. By considering that the interplay between
ϕss andϕis is a long-range force, the behavior of a transformed
gravitational background scalar field φ∗B near spatial infinity
endows it with a vacuum expectation value (VEV) vφ∗B ,
(vφ∗B)
2 = −αμ
2
2λ
, (13)
which is obtained from the condition dV (φ
∗
B)
d(φ∗B)
|(φ∗B)min = 0.
Therefore, the gravitational scalar background field φ∗B is a
combination of its VEV vφ∗B and the approximate value of
the fluctuating field at spatial infinity. Substituting the VEV
(13) into the Lagrangian of φ∗B extracted from Eq. (11), we
get the mass of φ∗B,
(mDNSs )
2 = −αμ2. (14)
It was proven that non-perturbative strong-gravitational-
field effects develop in NSs for a dimensionless coupling
constant α  −4, which causes order-of-unity deviations
from general relativity [4]. The general properties of binary
systems consisting of scalarized NSs can be described by
α  − 4.5, because of binary-pulsar measurements [3,8,15].
For α  −5, NSs in a binary pulsar, with a mass of 1.4 M,
would develop strong scalar charges even in the absence of
external scalar solicitation, and a more negative value of α
corresponds to a less compact NS [5]. Most of the measured
more massive NSs in detected DNS systems have masses of
∼ 1.3−1.44M [6]. Consequently, the coupling constant
is in the range of α = − 5 to − 6 in a quadratic coupling
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model described in Eq. (12) [5]. The scalar charges mildly
vary with the compactness of NSs [11] and will be ∼ 1 only
in the last stages of the evolution of NS binaries or close
transient encounters. For NSs in nine so far detected DNS
systems, the scalar charges are around 0.2 within the solar-
system bound [16] in the Fierz–Jordan–Brans–Dicke theory,
by considering its dependence on the “sensitivities” s ∼ 0.2
[17,18]. Accordingly, the gravitational scalar counterpart of
gravitational waves in scalarized in-spiraling DNS binary is
of the order of the Planck-mass scale.
3 Massive gravitational scalar counterpart of GWs
from NS-WD system
It is well known that NS is a more compact object than WD.
Consequently, the strength of the coupling between the scalar
configuration inside stars and the NS/WD matter is different.
A distinct dependence of masses on the scalar fields for NS
and WD actually is the source of an emission of dipolar grav-
itational scalar radiation in a post-Newtonian in-spiraling
scalarized binary [11], in addition to the quadruple tensor
gravitational waves. Accordingly, the dynamics of a scalar-
ized in-spiraling NS-WD system is governed by a gravita-
tional scalar radiated field φr , together with the gravitational
tensor metric gμν . The scalar charge of a scalarized NS-WD
binary can be extracted from the behavior of the gravitational
scalar radiated field near spatial infinity [12], i.e.
φr = φ0r +
φ1r
r
+ O
(
1
r2
)
, (15)
where the iterative interplay and convergence of the external
scalar fields ϕss and ϕis around NS and WD are considered,
and φ0r is the asymptotic value of the gravitational scalar
radiated field at spatial infinity. Accordingly, the dynamics
of an in-spiraling scalarized NS-WD binary system, suffer-
ing from the post-Newtonian corrections, is described by the
following scalar–tensor action:
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
( R
16πG
− 1
2
gμν∂μφr∂νφr
−VNS-WD(φr )
)
+
∑
n
∫
γn
ds m(ss,is)n(φr ). (16)
The gravitational scalar potential of NS-WD binary
VNS-WD(φr ) results from two interactions, i.e. the self-
interactions of φr and the interactions between φr and mat-
ter fields of NS and WD. The gravitational scalar radi-
ated field is associated with the non-perturbative strong-
field effects [4], which contributes to the potential of the
runaway form [19] that satisfies lim
φr →∞
VNS-WD(φr ) →
0, lim
φr →∞
VNS-WD(φr )′
VNS-WD(φr ) → 0, limφr →∞
VNS−WD(φr )′′
VNS-WD(φr )′ → 0, ...,
as well as lim
φr →0
VNS-WD(φr ) → ∞, lim
φr →0
VNS-WD(φr )′
VNS-WD(φr ) →
∞, lim
φr →0
VNS-WD(φr )′′
VNS-WD(φr )′ → ∞, ... (VNS-WD(φr )′ ≡ dVdφr ,
and VNS-WD(φr )′′ ≡ d2Vdφ2r , etc.). Thus, the self-interactions
of gravitational scalar radiated field, whose behavior is
described by Eq. (15), lead to a monotonically decreasing
potential,
Vφr = ν5/φr , (17)
where ν has the unit of mass. The NS/WD matter interacts
directly with the gravitational scalar radiated field φr through
a conformal coupling of the form e−αss,isφr /μ. The values of
αss,is are also usually negative for WDs [20]. So the expo-
nential coupling function is an increasing function of φr .
The combined effects of self-interactions of φr described by
Eq. (17) and the conformal coupling give us the form of the
scalar potential VNS-WD(φr ) in Eq. (16),
VNS-WD(φr ) = ν
5
φr
+ εϕe−αss,isφr /μ. (18)
It can be found that VNS-WD(φr ) is an explicit function of the
energy density εϕ of the external scalar fields ϕss,is, which
depends on the masses of the stars (a function of the density
for each star ρss,is) and the coupling strength between interior
scalar configuration and matter components of NS/WD [5].
The summation part of Eq. (16) describes the action of
the matter components making up the NS and the WD. In
the sum over n we give the world line action for any num-
ber of species of matter and particles consisting in the NS
and the WD and we use γn to represent the integral of the
matter action along the world line. The couplings of matter
components inside the stars to the scalar field arise from the
dependence of the masses mss,is on φr . The NS/WD matter
couples to the gravitational tensor metric gμν via the con-
formal transformation e−αss,isφr /μ, according to the rescaling
relation,
g∗μν = e−2αss,isφr /μgμν. (19)
The combined gravitational scalar potential VNS-WD(φr ),
Eq. (18) in the NS-WD system, consisting of a monotonically
decreasing potential (17) and a monotonically increasing
interaction e−αss,isφr /μ, actually displays a minimum. By min-
imizing the differentiation of the gravitational scalar potential
with respect to φr , i.e.
VNS-WD(φr )′ −
∑
ss,is
αss,is
μ
εϕe
−αss,isφr /μ = 0, (20)
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we can get the minimum value of φr at the minimum potential
φminr . Around this minimum, the gravitational scalar radiated
field acquires an effective mass, which is obtained by evalu-
ating the second derivative of the potential at φminr ,
(mNS-WDs )
2 = VNS-WD(φr )′′|φminr
+
∑
ss,is
α2i, j
μ2
εϕe
−αss,isφr /μ|φminr . (21)
Equations (20) and (21) imply that both the local value of
the gravitational scalar radiated field φminr and the mass of
the scalar counterpart depend on the local energy density
of external scalar fields produced by two scalarized compo-
nents. It can be found, from Eq. (21), that the gravitational
scalar radiated field becomes more massive in a higher εϕ
environment.
The gravitational scalar interaction between NS and WD,
mediated by a massive gravitational scalar radiated field, typ-
ically acquires an exponential Yukawa suppression, which
results in a finite range of the Yukawa type of potential energy,
U (r) = −2αssαis Gmssmis
r
e−mNS-WDs r . (22)
Here the product 2αssαis is referred to as the interaction
strength. The inverse of the range λ of a Yukawa potential
e−r/λ/r characterizes the mass of the gravitational radiated
scalar field λ−1 ≡ mNS-WDs . Most of the NS-WD binaries
have a very small orbital eccentricity, ∼ 10−5 − 10−6 [6],
i.e. approximately circular orbits. Accordingly, the scalar-
ized NS and WD orbit with each other and form a ring-
configuration-orbit on the binary plane. The distance a from
the center of the binary plane to the outer boundary of the
ring configuration corresponds to the semi-separation of an
NS-WD binary, which is of the order of ∼ 109 m [6], and
the central thickness of the ring approximately equals the
diameter of the WD, i.e. a ∼ 106 m. By comparing the
radius of NS and WD with the separation between them,
we can get a
a
∼ 10−3  1. Accordingly, the orbit of the
NS-WD binary can be assigned to a thin-ring orbit. The grav-
itational scalar interactions between NS and WD are there-
fore screened in the thin-ring configuration, with an interac-
tion range of the same order as the orbital width λ ∼ 106
m. Consequently, the corresponding mass of the gravita-
tional radiated scalar field in NS-WD binary is estimated
as mNS-WDs ≡ λ−1 ∼ a−1 ∼ 10−21eV/c2.
4 Summary and discussions
In this work, we resort to the scalar–tensor theory of gravity,
describing the dynamics of scalarized orbital shrinking NS
binary systems, and we investigate the gravitational scalar
counterpart of tensor gravitational waves. It was found that
a massive NS will develop a nontrivial scalar configuration
in the strong-field regime [4], which is consistent with the
observations of a relativistic binary-pulsar system, e.g. the
DNS system PSR B1913+16 [1,2] and a NS-WD binary PSR
J1738+0333 [3]. The spontaneously scalarized NS, with inte-
rior scalar configurations, produces a scalar field in its exte-
rior, on the one hand. On the other hand, the external scalar
field will change the interactions between two components
and the dynamics of the binary, which induces a scalariza-
tion of its companion, as well as a second external scalar
field around the companion star. The gravitational interac-
tion between the two components is then enhanced, due to
the scalar corrections to the Newtonian one (Eq. (2)), which
leads to iteratively induced scalarizations. Therefore, the
external scalar fields are strengthened continually. Either the
interior mass-dependent scalar configuration or the dynam-
ical interplay of external scalar fields causes a gravitational
scalar counterpart of quadruple gravitational radiation in in-
spiraling NS binaries. Hence, the NS binaries are encoded not
only by the tensor metric, but also by a gravitational scalar
field, which modifies the dynamics of the binaries and makes
the scalar–tensor theory of gravity a natural alternative the-
ory to Einstein’s general relativity, describing the in-spiraling
systems.
Note that the spontaneous scalarization takes place in the
interior of a NS, located in a binary system, when its com-
pactness GmRc2 is above a certain critical threshold even in the
absence of scalar sources. The subsequently induced scalar-
izations also occur in each companion star of the sponta-
neously scalarized NSs. That is to say, both spontaneous
scalarization and induced scalarization occur in the interior
of a single star. So the components in DNS binaries and
NS-WD systems undergo scalarizations via the same mech-
anisms. However, the binding energies of NS and WD are
different, which contributes to differences in the dependence
of the masses of NS/WD on the scalar configurations (i.e.
scalar charges). An obvious difference in the dependence of
the masses on the scalar field of the two components in one
binary system actually is the source of emission of dipolar
gravitational scalar radiation [11]. As a result, the causes
of the gravitational scalar field φ are distinct in DNS and
NS-WD systems. In in-spiraling DNS binaries, the two NS
components possess very similar binding energies [6], and
the scalar charges ωss and ωis are very close to each other.
Accordingly, the dipolar gravitational radiation is negligible.
With the iteratively interplay, the strengths of the external
scalar field around each component is enhanced, and conver-
gence finally occurs. As a consequence, a gravitational scalar
background field appears, which plays the role of the gravi-
tational scalar counterpart of quadruple gravitational tensor
waves. In in-spiraling NS-WD systems, owing to a different
binding energy of NS and WD, the dependence of masses of
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NS/WD on the scalar configurations is different. Therefore,
the two components in the NS-WD binary carry different
scalar charges, which is responsible for the dipolar gravi-
tational scalar radiation. Therefore, the gravitational scalar
radiated field plays the role of the gravitational scalar coun-
terpart for quadruple gravitational tensor waves in a post-
Newtonian corrected in-spiraling scalarized NS-WD system.
Consequently, the scalarized in-spiraling DNS and NS-
WD systems, suffering from gravitational scalar counter-
parts, are immersed in gravitational scalar potentials, result-
ing from different mechanisms, which contribute to dis-
tinct physical processes. In the in-spiraling scalarized DNS
binaries, because of the iterative interplay of two external
scalar fields, the gravitational scalar background field suffers
from fluctuations. The scalar fluctuations couple to both ten-
sor metrics and gravitational scalar background field, which
transfer the couplings of scalar fields into the Higgs-like
gravitational scalar potential Eq. (12), with the appearance
of a mass-dimensional constant. It is the appearance of the
Planck-scale mass-dimensional constant that is responsible
for spontaneous breaking of symmetry. Thus the gravitational
scalar background field becomes a massive one, in which the
gravitational scalar fluctuation field is the massless field and
plays the role of a Higgs-like field. Therefore, the mass of
the gravitational scalar counterpart in in-spiraling scalarized
DNS, expressed as Eq. (14), is of the order of the Planck mass
scale, which depends on the coupling strength between the
gravitational background scalar field and NS matter. In in-
spiraling scalarized NS-WD binaries, the gravitational scalar
potential is then consisting of a monotonically decreasing
self-interaction of the gravitational scalar radiated field and
an scalar-energy-density-dependent exponential increasing
the coupling to the NS/WD matter. The non-monotonical
potential displays a minimum, which contributes to a massive
gravitational scalar counterpart. The reason why the gravi-
tational scalar counterpart in the NS-WD system becomes
massive is that the gravitational scalar radiated field oscillates
around a local minimum of the gravitational scalar potential,
with high scalar-energy density. By considering the Yukawa-
suppression effects on an environment of high scalar-energy
density, we estimate the mass of the dipolar gravitational
scalar counterpart of quadruple tensor gravitational waves in
NS-WD binaries, expressed by Eq. (21), to be of the order
of ∼ 10−21 eV/c2, which depends on the orbital scale of the
binary.
The gravitational waves radiated from in-spiraling DNS
and NS-WD binaries, which possess a wide separation with
orbital periods in units of days, are located in the typical low-
frequency band of around 10−4 Hz. The amplitudes are of
the order of 10−24. So it is very unlikely that one will be able
to detect this currently by LIGO. However, the first space-
based gravitational-wave observatory, LISA, is expect to
detect space-born low-frequency gravitational waves, whose
sensitivity can be reduced to 10−24. Therefore, we would
expect the gravitational waves from in-spiraling scalarized
DNS and NS-WD binaries and the scalar counterparts to be
detected and constrained potentially by LISA/eLISA in the
near future. Currently, we just can expect and try to constrain
our results from binary-pulsar observations, which is work
under way.
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